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THERE ARE SOLUTIONS!THERE ARE SOLUTIONS!

We think about growth in a unique way: 
not just in terms of getting bigger, 
but also in terms of getting better.

Our commitment to the future requires us to pursue 
innovative paths to establish sustainability not just as 
a concept, but as a reality. The challenges we face are 
undoubtedly immense, yet they have also inspired us 
to seek and implement sustainable solutions.

SAVE THE WORLD !
WE TAKE RESPONSIBILITY SERIOUSLY

We see ourselves as part of a growing global movement
that is collectively searching for effective strategies to address 
the challenges of climate change. We take our responsibility 
for the future seriously and rely on innovative approaches that 
not only reduce costs, but also promote sustainability.

The vision of a future guides us, where sustainability reports are created not out of 
obligation, but from conviction. We firmly believe that with perseverance and innovation, 
a sustainable future is possible – a future in which we live in harmony with nature.

Elisabeth Goerner und Willhelm Siller-Goerner



Folding boxes and molded fiber parts? More than just packaging! Made from sustainably 
sourced, renewable, and fully recyclable materials, they boast an impressive recycling rate 
of 100% at the end of their lifecycle. 
A real power play in nature‘s cycle! In the world of circular economy, renewable resources are 
the stars. They provide the energy, protect our natural ecosystems, and draw a clear line 
against waste and harmful impacts. 
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fiber

AND GOERNER? AND GOERNER? 
We are the champions of the bio-cycle! Our products are designed not just to disappear at 
the end of their journey but to return to the biological cycle. Our value chain is purely European, 
with a clear commitment to the SDGs of the United Nations. We make no compromises in 
choosing our partners and suppliers.

We forge alliances with partners from industry and commerce to strengthen trust in the 
Goerner Group and its know-how, enhance our market position, and provide our customers
with significant added value. Choosing Goerner means selecting not just a product but a 
vision that unites competitiveness and sustainability.
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Visions and goals

We follow the framework 
of global sustainability 
targets set by the United 
Nations. Our defined 
projects contribute to 
targets 3, 4, 9 and 13 
to ensure that as much 
as possible changes for 
the better by 2030. We 
invest at least 10% of 
annual turnover in research 
and development and in 
expanding capacities. 
10% reduction in energy 
consumption by 2022.

Responsibility CLEAN BUSINESS 
CLEAN ENVIRONMENT 
RESPECTFUL COOPERATION
Our visions and goals align with the United Nations‘ global framework for sustainability.  

Through genuine commitment and market-appropriate innovations, we make a 
significant contribution towards achieving tangible positive changes in the spirit of the  

EUROPEAN GREEN DEAL.EUROPEAN GREEN DEAL.
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Clean environment

GOAL 9 GOAL 9 
We invest annually 

up to 10% of the 
Group’s revenue in 

R&D to develop 
sustainable processes 

and products.

GOAL 13 GOAL 13 
We save up to 

100 tons of CO
2
 

annually and offset 
unavoidable emissions 

with climate 
protection projects.

GOAL 3 + 4 GOAL 3 + 4 
We support charitable 
projects for a life worth 

living and assist 
school classes in the 

development of 
sustainable projects. 

Clean business practices

            TRIGOS WINNER TRIGOS WINNER             
Austrian Sustainability Award 
Category: Social Innovation 
and Future Challenges

fiber
GBfiber is currently the only 
packaging solution for direct food 
contact with chocolate & cookies, 
specifically designed for the 
confectionery industry, that holds an 
ISEGA certification and can compete 
in terms of cost with plastic blisters.
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Respectful Interactions

COMMONALITIES 
We find each other in our 

and GROW 
through our differences.
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Consistent steps into the future

Total
CO

2
 emissions

1.488 to CO
2

in the cycle of nature. 

Without Plastic!Without Plastic!

Packaging 

CO
2
 footprint of folding carton CO

2
 footprint of molded fiber 

Scope 1+2, market based Scope 1+2, market based

0,06031 kg CO
2
 / Stk. 0,00129 kg CO

2
 / Stk.

Energy savings

75 to CO
2

25.000,- ¤

Spendings on 
social causes 

1,3 mio ¤

Investments 
in R&D

*Data from  12/2022 
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Fachpack, Nürnberg, 2019

Headquarters
St. Ruprechter Straße 115

A-9020 Klagenfurt am 
Wörthersee

www.goerner-group.com
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